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The Thomson Reuters Foundation launched TrustLaw in July 2010. Our goal: to spread the practice of pro bono worldwide and empower people with trusted information. At the centre of TrustLaw is TrustLaw Connect, a global marketplace connecting NGOs and social enterprises with lawyers willing to work at no cost.

This is the first of two guides prepared at the request of Mission Investors Exchange, which helps foundations expand their use of program related investments (PRIs) to achieve their philanthropic goals. This first guide focuses on the legal considerations involved with making PRIs in the U.S., while the second guide will focus on social investment in India.

At the Thomson Reuters Foundation we work with NGOs and social enterprises all over the world. We talk with them on a daily basis and learn about their challenges and aspirations. We know that accessing funding and capital are major issues that the great majority of them face every year, and that often the most innovative and scalable ideas require larger investments. So it seemed like a fantastic fit for us when Peter Berliner, Managing Director of Mission Investors Exchange, told us about their interest in creating a guide that would clarify what alternatives social investors had beyond traditional grant making.

We hope this research—produced thanks to the great work of Linklaters—will be the first series of many that will assist the burgeoning field of impact investing and eventually improve the flow of funding to NGOs and social enterprises.
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Program-related investments ("PRIs") are powerful, versatile tools that foundations use to achieve their philanthropic goals alongside traditional grant-making. Like grants, PRIs make inexpensive capital available to non-profit or for-profit enterprises that are addressing social and environmental challenges. Unlike grants, PRIs are expected to be repaid, often with a modest, risk-adjusted rate of return.

By deploying PRIs, foundations can leverage their financial resources and balance sheets more effectively than through grant-making alone. They are particularly useful when grants alone are not enough to bring a solution to scale, and when a time-limited infusion of capital is needed to jumpstart, grow, or sustain a valuable social enterprise, and when that capital can be used to generate new resources.

Once repaid, the money used for a PRI is recycled into new charitable investments.

PRIs allow private foundations and other philanthropic organizations to move beyond grant-making to deploy a wide range of financial tools. By providing the right kind of capital at the right time to not-for-profit, public or for-profit enterprises, foundations are fueling innovation, promoting sustainability, and addressing persistent social and environmental challenges. PRIs are extensively used by foundations and other philanthropists to protect ecosystems, develop beneficial new products or services, and create jobs. They are used to fuel the growth of social enterprises, preserve or expand affordable housing, and construct facilities for social and cultural organizations.

Notably for private foundations, PRIs and the costs associated with making them count as qualifying distributions against annual payout requirements.

PRIs allow foundations to:

- be an important source of capital for new, innovative strategies that may take a market-based approach to solving social problems;
- mobilize assets in the present while preserving them for the future;
- leverage public and private funding;
- generate potentially significant social and environment returns; and
- assist in bringing solutions to scale.
Likewise, PRIs help charitable organizations and other social enterprises:

- access growth capital;
- build organizational capacity;
- establish a credit history;
- bridge for expected funding in the future; and
- attract new investors.

**FOR EXAMPLE:**

- **THE ERICH AND HANNAH SACHS FOUNDATION** makes three to five PRIs per year averaging about $200,000 in size. In one instance, the foundation purchased a 5-year $200,000 certificate of deposit in the Santa Cruz Community Credit Union to expand access of low-interest loans and financial services to residents and small business in the farming communities of Santa Cruz, Salina, and adjacent areas.

- **THE SKOLL FOUNDATION** in Palo Alto, California, made $2.5 million PRI to Root Capital to help fund a loan pool to support community and economic development. Since its launch, Root Capital has provided more than 780 loans totaling $200 million in credit to 290 small and growing businesses in 30 countries across Latin America and Sub-Saharan Africa. This has financed the cultivation of 1.3 million acres of sustainable agriculture.

- **THE ANNIE E. CASEY FOUNDATION** in Baltimore Maryland, made an equity investment of $1.65 million in the Bay Area Equity Fund to invest in companies that create jobs in low and moderate income communities in the Bay Area. One portfolio company is Revolution Foods, a high-growth business that provides affordable and healthy school meals for more than 120,000 children each day.

Yet for all the advantages inherent in PRIs, many foundations are still to make full use of them. This may be the result of lack of familiarity and knowledge of PRIs, limited demand (compared to grants), or questions about legal or tax-related requirements associated with making PRIs.
This publication seeks to address these concerns. This guide is designed to help foundations overcome barriers to using PRIs by providing a basic reference for private foundations and legal advisors concerning the regulations, processes, and documentation requirements related to PRIs. It contains information and guidance in navigating questions about what qualifies as a PRI, what types of documentation are important, and when external legal counsel may be needed. It also offers samples of legal documents that may be useful or necessary in developing, negotiating, or managing a PRI. This publication is also relevant to social investors and any other organizations or investors that want to understand the legal issues confronting private foundations in making PRIs. We hope that this guide will help foundations move forward in using PRIs to accomplish their goals and fulfill their missions.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

WHAT IS A PRI?
A PRI (program-related investment) is a type of mission or social investment that foundations make in order to achieve their philanthropic goals. The term “program-related investment” comes from the Internal Revenue Code from legislation that was passed by Congress in response to the interest of private foundations in helping communities and enterprises without access to investment capital.

PRIs employ different financing methods, such as loans (senior and subordinated), loan guarantees, lines of credit, linked deposits, cash deposits, bonds, equity investments, and other transactions. Depending on the purpose and scope of the investment, a PRI may be relatively simple (such as a working capital loan to a non-profit organization or a cash deposit in a community bank) or complex (such as an equity investment in a for-profit enterprise).

WHY DO FOUNDATIONS MAKE PRIs?
Foundations and other donors make PRIs in order to stretch their financial resources and increase their impact. PRIs are often part of a larger philanthropic strategy that may include grants, PRIs and market-rate mission-related investments (MRIs). In addition, PRIs offer certain tax advantages to private foundations, as described more fully in this publication. To benefit from these tax advantages, an investment must satisfy certain technical requirements to qualify as a PRI for tax purposes.

TO QUALIFY AS A PRI:

1. The primary purpose of the investment is to accomplish one or more of the charitable, religious, scientific, literary, educational, and other exempt purposes described in section 170(c)(2)(B) of the Internal Revenue Code (the “Code”);

2. No significant purpose of the investment is the production of income or the appreciation of property; and

3. No purpose of the investment is to lobby, support, or oppose candidates for public office or to accomplish any of the other political purposes forbidden to private foundations by section 170(c)(2)(D) of the Code.
In addition to private foundations, other types of philanthropic foundations or donors make programmatic, or PRI-like, investments. Such investments are made when an investment of some type will be the most effective tool to achieve a targeted goal, and when it is expected that the recipient of funds will be able to repay the investment, often with a moderate, risk-adjusted rate of return.

**HOW ARE PRIs USED?**

PRIs are used for all kinds of charitable purposes, including affordable housing, arts, community development, cultural organizations, historic preservation, economic development (including entrepreneurship and micro-businesses), charter schools, health clinics, childcare centers, faith-based structures and programs, social services, sustainable agriculture, fisheries and forestry, and wildlife habitat protection. They are used to fund capital projects, bridge loans, and loan funds; to support microfinance institutions and promote economic development through loans to small and medium-sized businesses; to help organizations acquire property; to create jobs; and to develop new products or expand services.

**WHAT IS THE RIGHT SIZE AND DURATION FOR A PRI?**

PRIs range in size from as little as $1,000 to several million dollars. Generally, the amount of the PRI depends on the need and capacity of the recipient, as well as the scope and size of the foundation and such factors as its tolerance for risk. There are no limits on the duration of a PRI. PRIs commonly vary from a few months to five years or longer. For example, a foundation may establish a revolving fund to provide short-term bridge payments that are required to be repaid within a few weeks. Conversely, PRIs may be used to support a multi-year community development project or fund a new business that requires long-term, patient capital.

**WHAT ARE EXPECTED RATES OF RETURN AND REPAYMENT?**

The expected rate of return on a PRI is generally based on the borrower’s needs and ability to make principal and interest payments over a specified period of time. However, at the time the investment is made, the rate of return must be expected to be below prevailing market rates on a risk-adjusted basis in order for the investment to qualify as a PRI for tax purposes.
WHAT DOCUMENTS ARE REQUIRED?

The type and level of documentation for PRIs varies depending on the purpose and the type of investment. To establish that the investment qualifies as a PRI for tax purposes, it is important to have an award letter that documents the charitable purpose of the transaction at the time the PRI was made. The primary document for a PRI made as a loan is the credit agreement, but background documents from the borrower will generally also be needed. Promissory notes and other certificates may also need to be provided and can be included in the credit agreement as exhibits or provided separately.

HOW ARE PRIs REPORTED?

Private foundations list PRIs on their Form 990-PF to mark the transactions as charitable activities. This allows PRIs to be counted as part of a foundation’s minimum payout in the year of distribution. Outstanding PRIs remain on a foundation’s balance sheet as a separate asset category until they are repaid or written off. Periodically, adjustments may be made to the carrying value of PRIs depending on the likelihood of collection. Return of PRI principal is equivalent to a refund of a grant and, thus, increases the annual payout requirement by the amount of principal repayment. Foundations should also consider how they will report any interest income or earnings from PRIs.

Other entities, including community foundations, social investors, and corporate giving funds may use the term “PRI” to refer to a concessionary investment for a charitable purpose, but these entities will generally not have to satisfy the specific requirements for the investment to qualify as a PRI for tax purposes.
GENERAL OVERVIEW: PURPOSE AND GOALS OF PRIs

PRIs provide a well-established mechanism for foundations to use different forms of financing, in addition to grants, to achieve their programmatic goals. Like grants, PRIs are used to make inexpensive financing available to non-profit or for-profit enterprises to address social and environmental challenges. Unlike grants, PRIs are expected to be repaid, generally with a modest rate of return. Once repaid, these funds can be used for subsequent charitable investments.

PRIs employ an array of established financing mechanisms to help organizations and communities acquire property; create jobs; develop new beneficial products or services; build or preserve affordable housing or community facilities; improve public health and for a host of other social purposes. Often, PRIs are made to share risks and/or attract commercial investments. PRIs also serve as points of leverage to promote public-private partnerships and to allow social and environmental organizations to raise funds from private and commercial sources to serve public and programmatic purposes.

PRIs employ different financing methods, such as loans (senior and subordinated), loan guarantees, lines of credit, linked deposits, cash deposits, bonds, equity investments, and other transactions designed to help charitable organizations and social enterprises access capital funding. These types of investments are not necessarily complex (e.g., granting a loan that supports a programmatic goal and qualifies as a PRI can be as simple as a promissory note with supporting documentation and would be considerably less complex than, for example, obtaining a mortgage for a home). For example, the Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”) has ruled that a high-risk investment in low-income housing with the primary purpose of financing the purchase, rehabilitation, and construction of housing for low-income persons qualifies as a PRI.1 Similarly, an interest-free loan to a socially and economically disadvantaged person for the purpose of enabling the person to attend college also qualifies as a PRI.2

The Ford Foundation uses low-cost loans, loan guarantees and equity investments in a strategic way to strengthen the work of its grantees and to provide risk-capital for cutting-edge initiatives. As of 2011, the Ford Foundation

---

1 Treas. Reg. § 53.4944-3(b), Example 10.
2 Id., Example 9.
had committed $560 million for PRIs and sets aside an average $25 million annually for new investments.³

The John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation makes PRIs in the form of low-cost loans and equity investments provided at below-market rates to support community development financial institutions ("CDFIs"), as well as the program Window of Opportunity, a $150 million grant and PRI initiative started in 2007 to preserve affordable rental housing across the United States.⁴ In 2009, the MacArthur Foundation announced a new round of grants and PRIs totaling $32.5 million to 12 states and cities to preserve more than 70,000 affordable rental homes as part of its Window of Opportunity program.⁵

The Bank of America Charitable Foundation uses PRIs to invest in CDFIs to strengthen markets, encourage entrepreneurial businesses and seed opportunities for individuals and families to attain economic self-sufficiency. In 2010, the Bank of America Charitable Foundation extended $13 million in credit to national non-profit ROC USA Capital, including a $10 million revolving line of credit for short-term liquidity needs and a $3 million PRI to meet long-term capital requirements. ROC USA Capital provides financing to residents of manufactured home communities to purchase the land under their homes from private community owners. Bank of America financing enabled ROC USA to lend to seven manufactured home communities with 420 homes in five states.⁶

1 U.S. FEDERAL TAX CONSIDERATIONS

When a private foundation makes a program-related investment, it generally needs to ensure that the investment qualifies as a PRI for U.S. federal tax purposes in order to realize several important U.S. tax benefits. These U.S. tax benefits are generally so important to a private foundation that the private foundation must ensure that a proposed program-related investment qualifies as a PRI for tax purposes before it commits to making the investment.

The first benefit is a safe harbor rule that protects foundations and their managers from a punitive excise tax. Under the Code, private foundations and their managers are subject to a punitive excise tax if they make improper investments that jeopardize the carrying out of any of the foundation’s exempt

³ http://www.fordfoundation.org/grants/program-related-investment
⁴ http://www.macfound.org/programs/program-related-investments/strategy
⁵ http://www.macfound.org/site/apps/nlnet/content2.aspx?c=lkLX8MGQKrH&b=2024163&ct=6794919&notoc=1
purposes. Investments that fail to provide for the long-term and short-term financial needs of a foundation because they do not provide for an adequate risk-adjusted financial return may be treated as jeopardizing investments that trigger this excise tax. Because a program-related investment by a foundation is made primarily for programmatic purposes rather than for financial gain, foundations typically make these investments on favorable terms in support of the recipient’s venture. Such an investment may, therefore, be subject to this punitive excise tax, unless it qualifies for the specific exemption available for PRIs.

In addition to the jeopardizing investment safe harbor, a PRI carries several other important benefits.

- **QUALIFYING DISTRIBUTION.** To avoid the imposition of an excise tax due to a failure to distribute sufficient income, a private foundation must make a minimum 5% annual distribution. Because PRIs constitute qualifying distributions, the amount that a private foundation expends on PRIs counts towards this 5% distribution requirement.

- **CHARITABLE USE ASSET.** While outstanding, the PRI is treated as a charitable-use asset, and it is, therefore, not included in total assets considered for calculating the amount of the foundation’s annual 5% distributable amount.

- **EXEMPTION FROM EXCESS BUSINESS HOLDINGS TAX.** The recipients of PRIs are excluded from the definition of “business enterprise” under Section 4943 of the Code, and, therefore, PRIs are not subject to the penalty tax on the excess business holdings of a private foundation.

In the year when a PRI is repaid or redeemed, or proceeds are received by the foundation, the proceeds are included as part of the foundation’s annual distributable amount, and the proceeds must, therefore, be reinvested as a new PRI or other qualifying distribution. If the foundation earns an investment return from the PRI, it will need to determine how to treat that investment return, as discussed in greater detail in Section 1.3 below. Private foundations should also consider the rules against self-dealing when making a PRI, as discussed in Section 1.4 below.

---

7 I.R.C. § 4944.
8 I.R.C. § 4944(c).
9 I.R.C. § 4942(a).
11 I.R.C. § 4942(a).
13 Treas. Reg. § 53.4943-10(b).
1.1 QUALIFYING AS A PRI

To qualify as a PRI, the programmatic investment must satisfy three conditions.\(^{15}\)

1.1.1 Primary Purpose

The primary purpose of the investment must be to accomplish one or more of the foundation’s exempt purposes.

This requirement will be satisfied if two subtests are met: (i) the investment “significantly furthers” the accomplishment of the private foundation’s exempt activities, and (ii) the investment was only made because of its connection with accomplishing the foundation’s exempt activities.\(^{16}\) In general, to satisfy the first “significantly furthers” subtest, a foundation should review its own organizational documents and operating rules to determine if a PRI is consistent with its programmatic mission and its own rules and guidelines. The foundation should also ensure that the PRI promotes one of the charitable purposes permitted under Section 501(c)(3).

Investments will not satisfy this first requirement merely because the income generated by the investment will be used for exempt purposes.\(^{17}\) Instead, the investment itself must bear a relationship to the foundation’s programmatic interests. For example, in one ruling, a private foundation invested part of its assets in a limited partnership that traded in futures and commodities.\(^{18}\) The limited partnership was also owned by an endowment fund for a public charity. Although the limited partnership was owned by tax-exempt organizations and predominantly all of its income was allocated to the endowment fund, the Internal Revenue Service (the “IRS”) ruled that the investment by the private foundation in the limited partnership was solely to produce investment returns rather than to serve the programmatic goals of the foundation, and, therefore, did not qualify as a PRI.

The requirement to support an exempt purpose does not mean that PRIs are restricted to not-for-profit organizations. PRIs may be made in for-profit corporations and enterprises.\(^{19}\) However, regardless of the status of the recipient, when making a PRI, it is advisable for a foundation to document the reasons for making an investment and explain how the investment furthers its charitable

---

15 Treas. Reg. § 53.4944-3(a)(1).
17 Treas. Reg. § 53.4944-3(b), Example 7 (investment in common stock of taxable corporation does not qualify as PRI merely because dividends are used to fund charitable and programmatic activities).
19 Treas. Reg. § 53.4944-3(b), Example 1 (investment in a small business enterprise in a deteriorated urban area qualifies as PRI); P.L.R. 8810026 (Dec. 8, 1987) (holding that a low-interest loan to a taxable insurance company qualified as a PRI when the insurance company was created to help charitable organizations obtain access to insurance coverage).
and programmatic goals. This type of documentation is particularly important when a foundation is making a PRI that may earn a substantial investment return. Evidence of a strong investment return after the fact might be used to cast doubt on the motive and purpose of the foundation in deciding to make the investment, even if the investment had been considered to be unlikely to generate a high return at the time of making the PRI.

1.1.2 No Significant Investment Purpose

No significant purpose of the investment is the production of income or the appreciation of property.

This requirement can be satisfied if the investment is made on terms that provide for a rate of return lower than would likely be the case if the investment were made by investors solely seeking a profit.\(^20\) In general, an investment that is expected to generate a market rate of return will not qualify as a PRI, even if the investment serves a charitable purpose. For example, the IRS held that investments by a private foundation in a camp rental facility for use by a public charity for emotionally disturbed and delinquent children did not qualify as a PRI when the foundation charged a commercial rate of rent for the facility.\(^21\) In that ruling, the IRS rejected the foundation’s argument that the investment should qualify as a PRI because the foundation had agreed that it would only charge rent to the charity if government funds were available to the charity to pay for the rent, and that the rental income would only be used to make capital investments in the camp.

In many circumstances, this second requirement can be satisfied by providing for a below-market rate of return or a lower rate of return than what profit-seeking investors would demand, taking into account the riskiness of the investment and (in case of a loan) the creditworthiness of the borrower. Some private foundations reportedly use the long-term rate of inflation plus 1% as their targeted investment return to satisfy this requirement.\(^22\)

---


\(^{21}\) T.A.M. 8023005 (Feb. 13, 1980).

\(^{22}\) Guide to Impact Investing, Grantmakers in Health, May 2011, available at http://gih.org/usr_doc/GIH_Guide_to_Impact_Investing_FINAL_May_2011.pdf. The Gaylord and Dorothy Donnelley Foundation determines the rate of interest on a loan based on the long-term rate of inflation (20-year rolling average) to satisfy the “no significant investment purpose” standard. The Gaylord and Dorothy Donnelley Foundation staff compares the long-term inflation rate to the risk-adjusted prime rate to verify that the long-term inflation rate is lower than the prime rate, and then charges the long-term inflation rate. (Communication with Tom Trinley of the Gaylord and Dorothy Donnelley Foundation, January 17, 2012.)
In several rulings, the IRS has confirmed that this requirement can be satisfied even when a private foundation makes an equity investment on the same terms as individuals or non-charitable organizations. However, in each case, the private foundation established that the investment was not expected to generate a risk-adjusted market rate of return. In general, foundations that seek to make a PRI on the same terms as individuals or non-charitable foundations should seek advice from outside counsel to determine if the investment qualifies as a PRI.

1.1.3 No Lobbying or Improper Political Purpose

The investment must not be made for lobbying or other improper political purposes. This third requirement can be satisfied by documenting the borrower’s activities and including restrictions in the PRI documents that prohibit the use of the funds for lobbying or political purposes.

1.1.4 Changes in PRIs: Retesting Investments Following Change

If a change is made to the terms of a PRI, the investment should be retested to ensure that it continues to qualify as a PRI. Provided the changes are made primarily for exempt purposes and do not have a significant investment purpose, the investment should continue to qualify as a PRI. A change that is made for the prudent protection of the foundation’s investment will not normally cause the investment to cease to qualify as a PRI. For example, the IRS ruled that a loan that (i) changed from a construction and operating loan to a loan that could only be used to fund operating deficits, and (ii) decreased in the amount, continued to qualify as PRI. A “critical change in circumstances” may cause an investment to cease to qualify as a PRI, such as serving an illegal purpose or serving the private purpose of the foundation or its managers. However, under these rules, the investment will not be treated as a jeopardizing investment for purposes of the excise tax if the

---

23 P.L.R. 8710076 (Dec. 10, 1986) (investment in limited partnership interests qualified as a PRI when investors included a small group of private foundations and individuals); P.L.R. 200610020 (Mar. 10, 2006) (investment in membership interests of LLC qualified as a PRI when members of LLC included a restricted number of qualifying individuals).

24 See, e.g., P.L.R. 8807048 (Nov. 23, 1987) (holding that equity investment in a holding company, on the same terms as other investors, satisfied the “no significant purpose” requirement for a PRI in part because total return was capped at 5%).


26 P.L.R. 8637120 (June 19, 1986).

foundation terminates the investment within 30 days after the foundation (or its managers) has actual knowledge of the critical change.

1.1.5 Considerations for Seeking a Private Letter Ruling (“PLR”) from the IRS

Because of the time and expense involved in obtaining a formal ruling from the IRS on an investment qualifying as a PRI, private foundations typically make their own determination as to whether these three conditions are satisfied or rely on advice of outside counsel rather than seeking a ruling from the IRS. While U.S. Treasury Regulations provide several examples of the types of investments that qualify as PRIs, these regulations were originally issued in 1972 and have not as yet been updated. Only one public ruling has been released by the IRS on PRIs. That ruling explains that low-interest business loans to blind people who could not otherwise obtain credit through commercial sources constituted a PRI because the loans served the charitable purposes of the foundation to aid the blind and because the loans were made at a below-market rate of interest.

Recently, the ABA Section of Taxation issued a report that suggests including 17 new proposed examples and analysis of the U.S. Treasury Regulations on PRIs to clarify several important issues in the current regulations. In response to these comments, the IRS is expected to issue new proposed regulations with new examples later this year. The report suggests including examples in the U.S. Treasury Regulations that would clarify that:

- if an activity is charitable in the United States, it is likewise charitable outside the United States,
- efforts to preserve and protect the environment are charitable,
- providing credit enhancement may qualify as a PRI, and
- the use of an “equity kicker” should not disqualify an investment as a PRI.

With only one public ruling and examples that have not been recently updated, there is relatively little specific guidance on which investments qualify as PRIs. In contrast to public rulings, Private Letter Rulings (“PLRs”) have been issued by the IRS to taxpayers regarding whether or not a specific investment qualified as a PRI, and these PLRs are publicly available. While PLRs provide useful insight into how the IRS has ruled on certain issues in the past and, therefore, how they

28 Treas. Reg. § 53.4944-3(b).
might be likely to treat similar situations, only the taxpayer that requested the ruling may rely on the PLR.

The requirements for qualifying an investment as a PRI are factual and context-specific. The exempt purposes of a private foundation may change and evolve over time. Further, in many cases the second requirement that the PRI have no significant investment purpose requires a private foundation to estimate the market rate of return for a given investment, which will depend on the terms of the investment, the characteristics of the borrower or recipient, as well as general market conditions at the time. Given how factual this inquiry is, private foundations that have little experience with PRIs, or that are seeking to make a new type of PRI, may want to obtain an opinion from outside counsel on qualifying the investment as a PRI. In other cases, the private foundation may be able to make this determination using its own staff and perhaps relying on precedents and know-how developed from making earlier PRIs.

1.2 EXPENDITURE RESPONSIBILITY: MAKING PRIs IN FOR-PROFIT OR FOREIGN ORGANIZATIONS

Many private foundations have made or are interested in making cross-border PRIs, as well as PRIs in recipients that do not qualify as Section 501(c)(3) organizations. When making a PRI to a foreign organization that does not have a Section 501(c)(3) determination letter, the private foundation generally seeks to ensure that the PRI will be treated as a qualifying distribution rather than a taxable expenditure under Section 4942.

To ensure qualifying distribution treatment for a PRI in a foreign organization, the private foundation must either make an equivalency determination or exercise expenditure responsibility.31 Expenditure responsibility is also generally required when making a PRI in a for-profit organization. Exercising expenditure responsibility means ensuring that the PRI is used for charitable purposes, while making an equivalency determination means making a good-faith determination that the recipient of the PRI is the “equivalent” of a U.S. public charity. The rules concerning expenditure responsibility and equivalency determination are quite complex and technical. An overview of these rules is provided in Section 8.2 of this report.

31 If the foreign organization has a determination letter from the IRS, the foreign organization will be treated in the same way as a U.S. Section 501(c)(3) organization, and, thus, there will be no need for an equivalency determination or expenditure responsibility.
1.3 INCOME AND GAIN EARNED FROM PRIs: TREATMENT AS INVESTMENT INCOME OR UBTI

A private foundation generally will also have to consider how it will characterize any gain or income from a PRI for U.S. federal income tax purposes. While a return of principal will simply be treated as resulting in an increase in the foundation’s distributable amount for that year, any income or gain beyond the principal investment will generally have to be specifically characterized. In particular, foundations should consider whether the income or gain will constitute investment income or unrelated business taxable income (“UBTI”).

Investment income is subject to a 1% or 2% excise tax, while UBTI is subject to full U.S. federal income tax. If an item of income is treated as UBTI, it will not be treated as investment income subject to the 1% or 2% excise tax. Although a full discussion of the UBTI tax is beyond the scope of this memorandum, a trade or business is treated as unrelated if it is not substantially related to the charitable or tax-exempt purposes of the organization. A trade or business will be treated as substantially related to the charitable or tax-exempt purposes of the organization if the conduct of the business has a substantial causal relationship to the achievement of these purposes.

While the IRS has not issued any public rulings on the issue, it has ruled in several PLRs that income from PRIs will not constitute UBTI in a variety of different circumstances and types of investment.

33 I.R.C. § 512(a)(1).
34 I.R.C. §§ 4940(a), (e).
35 I.R.C. § 511(a)(1).
36 I.R.C. § 4940(c)(2).
37 I.R.C. § 513(a).
38 Treas. Reg. § 1.513-1(d)(2).
39 P.L.R. 8310090 (Dec. 13, 1982) (lending activities of a private foundation were not treated as an unrelated trade or business when the foundation wanted to establish a revolving fund for loans to local charities); P.L.R. 8842067 (foundation’s ownership, operation, improvement and maintenance of hotel and restaurant on the grounds of a large game preserve and wilderness area did not produce unrelated income when the foundation intended to operate the preserve and wilderness area as a privately-owned state park that would be open to the public); P.L.R. 9226073 (Apr. 21, 1992) (rental income generated from land primarily leased to a religious order that would be primarily used to operate a treatment facility for Alzheimer’s disease was not treated as UBTI, and the property qualified as a PRI); P.L.R. 9608039 (Nov. 30, 1995) (income from a PRI loan to a public charity was not treated as UBTI when the loan was used to fund a limited partnership that was primarily devoted to developing a cure of a particular disease).
1.4 ACTS OF SELF-DEALING IN THE CONTEXT OF PRIS

When granting PRIs to recipients that have a connection with the private foundation, private foundations should be aware of the rules against “self-dealing” under the Code. Under these rules, transactions between private foundation and “disqualified persons” are subject to an excise tax. For these purposes, disqualified persons include foundation managers and substantial contributors, as well as persons and entities related to or controlled by foundation managers and substantial contributors.

There is an exemption from this excise tax when the disqualified person does not receive compensation for providing goods, services or facilities that are used for valid charitable purposes. Further, the excise tax on self-dealing will not apply if the benefit received by the disqualified person is “incidental or tenuous.” The IRS has ruled that this exception applies in the PRI context in several different rulings.

2 PRIVATE LOANS AND PROMISSORY NOTE PRIs

Although PRIs need not take the form of loans, most of them do, and the terms and conditions of these loans are relatively flexible. In structuring the commercial terms of a programmatic loan, the foundation should ensure that loan will qualify as a PRI for U.S. tax purposes. PRI loans can either directly support charitable activities by providing a term loan or they can be used to...
support a revolving loan fund used for purposes of charitable on-lending or investing. In general, the private foundation may only obtain credit for loans at the time that amounts are actually paid and transferred to the borrower rather than at the time a commitment is made. This section describes the general commercial considerations for a foundation that wishes to make a loan that qualifies as a PRI, including, in particular, the main loan types available and their respective features; the process and timetable for establishing a PRI loan; the principal loan documents and their main components; and analysis of some of the Private Letter Rulings (“PLRs”) on PRI loans in this context.

2.1 LOAN TYPES AND FEATURES

A PRI loan can include terms and conditions that (i) specify the timing, funding and repayments of any loans; (ii) provide for any guarantees or collateral to secure the loans; (iii) provide for multiple lenders to fund the loans; or (iv) set forth various priorities of payment among multiple creditors (an intercreditor agreement). As discussed in more detail below, PRI loans can be, among others, stand-alone term loans, revolving loans or delayed draw loans.

2.1.1 Term Loans

Term loans are generally used for the financing of an acquisition or a particular project that is being consummated in conjunction with the signing of the credit agreement. The funds are typically drawn in a lump sum on the date the credit agreement is signed (or shortly thereafter) and repaid in regular installments pursuant to a schedule set forth in the credit agreement or in full on the maturity date. Once a term loan is drawn, the borrower may not make any further borrowings under the loan even if it has made payments toward the loan balance. Interest will be payable on the amount drawn either on a periodic basis or at maturity. The maturity date of term loans will vary by lenders and borrowers, but ranges typically between three and 10 years.

The Bank of America Charitable Foundation, for instance, provides term loans with a maximum term of 10 years. In contrast, the David and Lucille Packard Foundation currently provides term loans with a maturity of between three and seven years. Some foundations and other PRI lenders will only agree to provide term loans, and will not consider providing revolving or other types of

---

46 http://www.packard.org/what-we-fund/program-related-investments/how-to-get-support/
loans. The Bank of America Charitable Foundation currently only makes term loans to CDFIs.\textsuperscript{47} These term loans typically match the loans or the long-term asset/liability plans of the borrowing CDFI.\textsuperscript{48}

\subsection{2.1.2 Revolving Loans}
Revolving loans are generally used for working capital purposes and to meet current payments, such as payroll, taxes and payments to suppliers. They are designed so that a lender commits to lend up to a stated maximum amount of funds. The borrower may then draw any amount under the loan, up to the maximum amount. Interest will be payable only with respect to the amounts outstanding. In addition, the payment of a commitment fee is typically required for any portion of the revolving loan that has not been borrowed.\textsuperscript{49} Revolving loans may be repaid by the borrower as it receives cash (from its customers or otherwise) in the ordinary course of its business, and the borrower may re-borrow any amounts (up to the stated maximum amount of funds) from time to time until the maturity date. On the maturity date, all amounts borrowed and outstanding under the revolving loan must be repaid in full.

\subsection{2.1.3 Delayed Draw Loans}
Delayed draw loans are generally used for financing acquisitions, refinancings or other limited-purpose projects. They are a specific type of term loan that permits the borrower to make several borrowings over a set period of time to utilize the full amount of the loan. Repayment occurs either through an amortization schedule provided in the credit agreement or in full on the maturity date. As with traditional term loans, the borrower may not re-borrow any amounts that have already been drawn and paid. However, similar to revolving loans, interest on the delayed draw loans will be payable only with respect to any amounts outstanding, and a commitment fee would typically be paid in respect of any portion of the delayed draw loan that has not yet been borrowed.\textsuperscript{50}

Delayed draw loans are typically used when the borrower anticipates the need for a specific amount of funding in the near future. For example, if a foundation is providing a loan for the construction of a community center where payments are scheduled to be staggered according to completion of certain portions of the project, a delayed draw loan would allow the borrower the necessary flexibility to borrow under the loan in accordance with the

\textsuperscript{47} \url{http://www.bankofamerica.com/community/index.cfm?template=cdb_progrelinvest/}

\textsuperscript{48} Id.

\textsuperscript{49} The commitment fee would typically be less than the rate of interest on the outstanding loans, but is generally required to offset the lenders’ obligation to keep any committed amounts available for the borrower.

\textsuperscript{50} As with the commitment fee for a revolving loan, the commitment fee for undrawn amounts under a delayed draw loan would typically be less than the interest payable on such amounts were they drawn.
staggered construction payments without paying interest on any amounts that have not yet been borrowed.

2.2 PROCESS AND TIMETABLE

The lending procedure generally includes several stages of activity beginning with the foundation undertaking a preliminary review to assess the feasibility of delivering the desired social return and loan repayment.\textsuperscript{51} In the second stage, the foundation will assess whether the proposed loan satisfies the necessary requirements under the foundation’s program rules and determine if it is satisfied that the proposed loan qualifies as a PRI for tax purposes. After completing this initial diligence, if the parties want to enter into the loan, they will enter a third stage where they will define the terms and conditions of the loan (including whether any collateral or guarantees will be required), draft and negotiate the documents, and complete the due diligence review process.\textsuperscript{52} In the closing and post-closing phase, the documents are signed and delivered, and the loan is funded.

2.2.1 Initial Review and Negotiation

Each foundation has its own internal approval process. This may require additional documentation from the borrower (such as prior tax filings and the borrower’s organizational documents). Once the loan is approved, the terms may be memorialized in a commitment letter, which usually includes a term sheet specifying the material terms of the loan (e.g., amount of the loan, repayment terms, collateral, guarantees, conditions to closing, etc.). Although commitment letters are not required, they may be helpful in setting forth a clear understanding among the parties as to the terms of the credit agreement, and can be either binding or non-binding on either party. In a typical transaction, the lender (in this case, the foundation) will provide the form of the credit agreement and security documents, while the borrower will draft any certificates or corporate resolutions that may be necessary to complete the loan transactions.

\textsuperscript{51} If the foundation is required to exercise expenditure responsibility for the loan, it will also have to ensure that the initial stage of diligence satisfies the requirement for making a pre-PRI inquiry, as described in Section 8.2.1(i) above.

\textsuperscript{52} If the foundation is required to exercise expenditure responsibility for the loan, it will also have to ensure that the loan satisfies the requirement for a written commitment, as described in Section 8.2.1(ii) above, as well as that the loan documentation includes a requirement for the recipient to deliver reports to the foundation, as described in Section 8.2.1(iii) above.
2.2.2 Drafting and Review

The parties can begin drafting the credit agreement using the commitment letter and/or term sheet, if any, as a starting point. Because loans have been the most prevalent form of PRIs, large foundations have developed standard forms for documentation for various types of loans. In addition to the credit agreement, promissory notes, officer’s certificates and legal opinions may also need to be drafted (collectively, the “loan documents”).

A credit agreement will typically contain specific representations and warranties from the borrower about its business, its financial statements, and the loan documents. These representations and warranties are factual statements that provide a snapshot of the borrower and are deemed to be made as of the closing date and, in the case of a revolving loan or a delayed draw loan, any future date on which the borrower makes a borrowing. If the borrower misrepresents its condition or if any of its representations or warranties is inaccurate or misleading, the borrower will be in breach of the credit agreement and the lender will have the right of acceleration, meaning the lender will be able to require full repayment of any outstanding amounts under the loan on an accelerated basis.

In the case of a PRI, the lender will sometimes not insist on the same set of representations and warranties and would be required by a commercial lender because the loan is program-related. To the extent the borrower does agree to representations and warranties, both the borrower and the lender should generally undertake a due diligence review to ensure that the borrower’s representations and warranties are correct, true, and accurate.

2.2.3 Closing and Post-Closing

When the loan documents are finalized, and all of the pre-closing conditions (if any) in the commercial letter and/or the credit agreement are satisfied, the parties may proceed to closing. In a typical acquisition closing, several closings may occur at once. For example, if an organization is purchasing some land to create a community park, the borrower will want to schedule the closing for the loan on or prior to the closing for the sale of the real estate, so that the funds are available for the acquisition. Typically, all documents will be signed prior to closing and

53 Sample credit agreements from the Ford Foundation, the Conrad N. Hilton Foundation, and the Helen Bader Foundation, among others, are available at the PRI Makers website, available at http://primakers.net/

54 Samples of due diligence questionnaires and checklists are available on the PRI Maker’s website, available at http://primakers.net/
delivered in escrow. Once all parties agree that all of their conditions precedent have been met, the documents will be released from escrow and circulated to all parties. At this point, the parties will commence the funding process, typically by electronic funds transfers. Certain conditions to a closing may not be under the control of the borrower or the lender. Obtaining certified charters, good standing certificates, third-party guarantees (if any), and lien searches, among others, will require the involvement of third parties and governmental agencies. Therefore, additional attention should be paid to the delivery of these documents and the satisfaction of these conditions prior to closing.

2.3 PRINCIPAL DOCUMENTS AND MAIN COMPONENTS

The complexity of the documentation involved in setting up a loan varies on a case-by-case basis. The primary document for a loan is the credit agreement, but background documents may also include requests or proposals to the foundation requesting the funding of a particular project, proof of tax exempt status, etc. Promissory notes and other certificates may also need to be provided, and can be included in the credit agreement as exhibits or provided separately.55

2.3.1 Commitment Letter

A commitment letter is an agreement (which could be binding or non-binding) by the lender to make loans to the borrower on specified terms, subject to the satisfaction of stated conditions and the completion of satisfactory loan documentation. Typically, it describes the charitable purposes for which the loan is being made; either confirms the borrower’s tax-exempt non-private foundation status or provides for the appropriate safeguards for the foundation to exercise expenditure responsibility (see Section 1.2 for a discussion of expenditure responsibility); requires that books and records be maintained; requires that annual financial and narrative reports and certificates of compliance be furnished; restricts the use of the loan proceeds for charitable (and other tax-exempt) purposes; prohibits the use of the loan proceeds for lobbying or influencing legislation or political campaigns; and contemplates the execution of a credit agreement at a later date. As mentioned previously, the commitment letter will also often include a term sheet setting out the material

---

55 Further information on types of loan documents can be found in David S. Chernoff, Private Foundation Investments Program-Related Investments: A User-Friendly Guide, Family Foundation Advisor, November/December 2005.
terms of the loan, including the amounts and repayment terms of the loans, collateral, guarantees, and conditions to closing.

Some foundations, such as the Ford Foundation, have chosen to bypass the commitment letter stage in an effort to simplify the process.

2.3.2 Credit Agreement

The credit agreement is the primary agreement governing the relationship between the lender and the borrower. A credit agreement typically evidences one or more different types of loans, which may include revolving loans or term loans. Although there is no general form of credit agreement that is used by all lenders and borrowers in the United States, the terms and conditions generally follow the same format and typically include the following provisions:

- **DEFINED TERMS**: sets forth the meaning of any defined terms in the credit agreement.

- **MECHANICS AND BORROWING PROVISIONS**: sets forth the amounts and types of loans, the applicable interest rates, the applicable commitment fees, if any, and the mechanics of borrowings and repayments.

- **CONDITIONS PRECEDENT**: sets forth the conditions to closing and funding.

- **REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES**: statements of fact with respect to the borrower’s existence, financial condition, etc. as of the closing date and any future funding dates.

- **COVENANTS (including affirmative covenants, negative covenants and financial covenants)**: promises by the borrower and/or guarantor to take or refrain from taking actions in the future.

- **EVENTS OF DEFAULT**: events which, upon their occurrence, will permit the lender to terminate its commitment to lend, accelerate the maturity of all outstanding loans and exercise all of its legal and contractual rights in respect of any collateral.

- **MISCELLANEOUS**: standard provisions, including indemnity and payment of lender’s expenses, requirements to amend the credit agreement, governing law, etc.

---

56 Contrast this with the LMA (Loan Markets Association) form that is often used by lenders and borrowers in Europe and Asia.
2.3.3 Loan Collateral and Credit Support

Lenders may require that the borrower provide some sort of credit support (e.g., collateral or a third-party guarantee) to support the borrower's obligation to repay the loans. A guarantee may either be provided in the credit agreement, where the documentation will bind the guarantor in the same way as the borrower is bound, or through a separate stand-alone guarantee agreement. Similarly, collateral can be provided either in the credit agreement or, more often, through a separate stand-alone security agreement.

Unlike the credit agreement, guarantees and security agreements are typically not heavily negotiated, as the majority of the provisions are necessary to give the lenders the rights they are entitled to under law. For example, a security agreement will include the following key elements: (i) the present grant of a security interest; (ii) the description of the collateral (which should conform to the definitions provided in Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code (the “UCC”)); and (iii) the rights and remedies of the lender in respect of the collateral. There are, however, different forms of security agreements depending on the types of assets being secured.

Collateral can take the form of any assets in which the borrower has an ownership interest (currently and/or in the future), including owned or leased real estate, inventory, cash accounts, stock, and accounts receivable. While it is relatively inexpensive to obtain a security interest in the majority of assets, obtaining a security interest in certain assets (such as real estate, motor vehicles, securities, and intellectual property) involves filing fees and taxes that could make the cost of obtaining the security interest exceed the potential benefits to the lenders. As an alternative or for additional security, a lender can obtain a guarantee from a third party to be responsible for all or a part of the liabilities and obligations of the borrower. The guarantee may either be provided in the credit agreement, where the documentation will bind the guarantor with covenants and other provisions in the same way as the borrower is bound, or through a separate stand-alone guarantee agreement, which can be entered into in connection with the borrower’s liabilities under a particular credit facility.

It is important for the lender to confirm that a third party has not perfected a prior security interest in the same collateral, or the lender will face the risk that the third party will have a prior claim on the collateral. A lender will typically

---

57 Real estate security agreements, for instance, are often referred to as deeds of trust or mortgages (depending on the state in which the real estate is located), and security agreements in relation to the pledge of equity are often referred to as pledge agreements.
obtain comfort with respect to its priority by (i) the borrower representing and warranting that there are no existing liens on the collateral; (ii) conducting lien searches in the appropriate state recording offices; and (iii) in some instances, obtaining legal opinions that the lender’s security interest has been validly created and perfected. As conducting certain lien searches may take a few weeks or months to process, they should, therefore, be requested from the applicable recording offices early in the process.

In order for a lender to be able to enforce its security interest in the collateral, the lender must have a properly perfected security interest. Article 9 of the UCC (which has been adopted in all 50 states, with minor modifications on a state-by-state basis) sets forth the requirements to perfect a security interest. There are three primary methods of perfection: (i) filing a UCC financing statement, (ii) obtaining possession of the collateral, and (iii) obtaining “control” of the collateral.

### 2.3.4 Promissory Notes

Promissory notes may be used to enforce the loan, and some lenders’ internal policies require that the borrower deliver an original of the promissory note as evidence of the amount that has been borrowed under the credit agreement, and to entitle the lender, in certain instances, to expedited enforcement proceedings. Only one original of each promissory note should be executed at the closing (unlike the other loan documents which are executed in a sufficient number of counterparts so that all of the parties and their counsel can obtain original executed copies). Promissory notes evidencing revolving loans often attach a grid or schedule (in a paper or electronic version) on which the lender holding the note can make entries of the amounts of principal paid and re-borrowed from time to time so as to keep a record of the outstanding amount of the revolving loan.

---

58 As the perfection rules in Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code will vary by state, we suggest that lenders contact legal counsel prior to closing their transaction to discuss the perfection steps that will need to be completed.

59 Note that certain types of assets (e.g. bank accounts) can only be perfected by control or possession, while others can be perfected by filing a UCC financing statement.

60 As an alternative to entering into a credit agreement, some lenders and borrowers may enter into a promissory note, which will set out all the terms and conditions of the loan.

61 The Helen Bader Foundation, the Ford Foundation, the F.B. Heron Foundation, and the Conrad N. Hilton Foundation offer sample forms of promissory notes, copies of which can be found at the PRI Makers website.
2.3.5 Certifications and Certified Transaction Documents

Lender’s counsel will typically review the resolutions adopted by the borrower’s board of directors that authorize the transactions being consummated. The resolutions will then be attached to a certificate executed by the borrower’s secretary, which certifies that (i) the attached resolutions were adopted by the borrower’s board of directors and remain in full force and effect as of the closing date, (ii) the signatures of the officers of the borrower who are signing documents at the closing are true and correct, and (iii) attached to the certificate are true, correct and complete copies of the borrower’s certificate of incorporation and by-laws which are in full force and effect as of the closing date. Lenders may also require “certified” copies of certain agreements to which the borrower is a party. To certify copies of these agreements, an officer of the borrower may execute a certificate to be attached to the copy, stating that such agreement is a true, correct, and complete copy thereof.

2.3.6 Legal and Tax Opinions

While not required, in most commercial loan transactions, the borrower provides a legal opinion. The opinion is a fairly standardized document that sets forth legal conclusions as to the borrower and the guarantors, their legal and corporate existence, the enforceability of the transaction documents, and that no conflicts exist with any applicable law or the borrower’s and/or guarantors’ (as applicable) constitutional documents. Typically, this opinion is given by outside counsel to the borrower from the following jurisdictions: (i) any state in which the borrower and/or any guarantors are organized, (ii) the governing law of the transaction documents, and (iii) each state where the collateral is located. However, where no outside counsel is used, the head of the legal department of the borrower may be qualified to give this opinion. The main opinions that are typically requested are opinions related to due authorization and execution of the loan documents, enforceability of the loan documents in accordance with their terms, and the valid creation and perfection of security. The foundation may also want a tax opinion from outside counsel that the loan qualifies as a PRI for tax purposes.

2.3.7 Other Documents

When there is a need to obtain a third-party valuation on a particular asset, the parties may try to obtain solvency opinions or valuation opinions. These letters constitute a written examination by valuation experts of the values of the underlying purchased assets or companies and are typically used in a leveraged acquisition or recapitalization.
2.4 TAX RULINGS IN RELATION TO PRI LOANS

The IRS has approved PRI loans for a wide variety of different charitable purposes. Some of the more unusual rulings include loans to:

- commercial media enterprises in former Soviet bloc countries and other regions of the world to help them operate independently and free from government control;\(^{62}\)
- foreign governments, foreign banks, other foreign financial institutions, and to foreign business enterprises to support economic development in underdeveloped countries;\(^ {63}\) and
- a not-for-profit cooperative organization formed to provide low-cost communication services exclusively to member not-for-profit organizations.\(^ {64}\)

The IRS has indicated flexibility in approving the terms of PRIs to satisfy the “no significant investment purpose” condition described in Section 1.1.2 above, as long as the foundation can demonstrate that it is earning a lower rate of return than it would earn for commercial investments with comparable degrees of risk. A PRI may, for instance, charge a high interest rate, provided that the interest rate is below the market rate for commercial loans with comparable risk (e.g., if there is a high risk of default or inadequate collateral to secure the loan).\(^ {65}\)

For example, in one ruling, the IRS determined that a loan qualified as a PRI despite having an interest rate of 15% when the loan granted by the private foundation lacked an important feature providing for a contingent annual payment that was present in parallel investments by private investors.\(^ {66}\) Although the PRI loan earned a high rate of interest, the foundation was earning a lower rate of return than private commercial lenders that were lending alongside the foundation, which helped the foundation demonstrate that it was earning a rate of return that was below the commercial risk-adjusted rate. If private commercial lenders are not making an investment alongside a foundation, the foundation will have to consider how it will establish that it is earning a rate of return that is below the rate for commercial loans with comparable risk, and, therefore, that the loan satisfies the “no substantial purpose” requirement to qualify as a PRI.

---

63 P.L.R. 199943058 (Nov. 1, 1999); P.L.R. 9826048 (June 26, 1998).
65 See, e.g., Treas. Reg. § 53.4944-3(b), Example 1 (loan qualifies as PLR even though it may earn a rate of return comparable to or greater than conventional portfolio investments because it is made at a rate below the market rate for commercial loans with comparable risk).
66 P.L.R. 8301110 (Oct. 8, 1982).
3 GUARANTEES/CREDIT DEFAULT PROTECTION

In some cases, instead of acting as a lender themselves, foundations may guarantee a loan to the borrower. In this case, a third-party lender will extend credit on market or commercial terms and the foundation will act as a guarantor of the loan. If the borrower does not pay the loan, the third-party lender will have recourse to the foundation for the balance of any amounts owed to it. By guaranteeing the loan, the foundation will assume part or all of the borrower’s credit risk, the borrower’s creditworthiness will increase and the borrower will be able to access credit on terms that might not otherwise be available to it. The amount of the guarantee does not count toward the IRS-mandated payout. Rather, only funds demanded by the lender and paid by the guarantor (the foundation) are eligible to be counted against payout. Charitable use expenses, such as legal and other transaction costs, may also be applied against payout.

The Massachusetts Charter School Loan Guarantee Fund (MassDevelopment) provides guarantees for bank loans or tax-exempt bonds financing the acquisition, construction, or renovation of owned or leased charter school facilities located in Massachusetts. Pursuant to this program, MassDevelopment issued an $8.4 million tax-exempt bond for the Holyoke Community Charter School, a K-8 school educating more than 680 children from Holyoke and surrounding communities, which the school used to refinance and consolidate its existing debt and pay off expensive subordinated debt related to the 2005 purchase of the school’s building.67

The Gaylord & Dorothy Donnelley Foundation has provided an array of guarantees ranging from a credit enhancement in support of a municipal bond offering (the proceeds of which were used to purchase farmland, which was returned to wetland); a guarantee on the construction of a wetland mitigation bank; and a guarantee supporting a land trust’s purchase of a conservation easement. In the latter example, the foundation’s portion of direct transaction costs was approximately $80,000. Those costs weighed against the 12,000 acres of high-conservation value preserved resulted in substantial leverage of the Gaylord & Dorothy Donnelley Foundation’s mission.

While a guarantee does not require a foundation to provide funding to the borrower, it does put the foundation’s balance sheet at risk. While providing a guarantee can be an effective means for a foundation to use its balance sheet without requiring an immediate expenditure, it creates a contingent liability for the foundation. Notably, a foundation cannot report a guarantee or letter of credit as a charitable distribution until such time as they are drawn on, and the foundation makes a payment.

3.1 IRS RULINGS AND TAX CONSIDERATIONS FOR PRI GUARANTEES

The IRS has ruled that a number of different credit support arrangements qualify as PRIs. For example, a private foundation that deposited funds with a commercial lender as collateral to cover its potential liability as a guarantor obtained a ruling that the deposits constituted a PRI. In that ruling, the foundation was guaranteeing commercial loans to non-profit childcare providers and the guarantee was required for the borrower to qualify for the loan.\(^{68}\) Even though the lender required that the funds on deposit be invested in high quality, liquid fixed income instruments, the IRS explained that because the deposits supported loans to the childcare providers and the rate of return on the deposits did not reflect the added risk that the funds would be used to cover the foundation’s liability from its guarantees, the deposits qualified as a PRI.

In another ruling, the IRS explained that a private foundation providing an indemnity to a public charity qualified as a PRI, where the indemnity enabled the public charity to satisfy the guarantee agreement necessary to support financing for a redevelopment project in a depressed urban neighborhood.\(^{69}\) The foundation did not receive any compensation for providing the indemnity. Because the foundation would only be required to make a payment under the indemnification agreement if the public charity defaulted under the terms of the financing arrangement, the foundation had a low likelihood of recovering any amounts that it paid under the indemnification. Therefore, the foundation had little, if any, investment motive for agreeing to indemnify the public charity, and the IRS ruled that the indemnification qualified as a PRI.

The IRS has also ruled that credit support arrangements that generate guarantee fees qualify as PRIs. For example, the IRS ruled that a letter of credit qualified as a PRI when the foundation received a fee equal to 1% of the maximum amount of its exposure under the letter of credit.\(^{70}\) The private foundation participated in a letter of credit that provided credit support for financing to build and maintain a natural history museum. The letter of credit was considered to carry a high degree of risk, demonstrating that generating a financial return was not a significant purpose behind the foundation’s participation in the letter of credit.

---

\(^{68}\) P.L.R. 200043050 (July 25, 2000).
\(^{69}\) P.L.R. 8105112 (Nov. 10, 1980).
\(^{70}\) P.L.R. 9033063 (May 24, 1990).
In general, merely providing a guarantee does not result in a qualifying distribution because an unfunded guarantee merely creates a contingent liability. Such an unfunded guarantee only results in a qualifying distribution to the extent the foundation is required to make a payment under the guarantee. However, a foundation that was required to make a deposit as collateral to cover its potential liability as a guarantor obtained a ruling that the deposit qualified as a PRI.

4 LLCS AND LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS

Many equity PRIs take the form of interests in limited partnerships ("LPs") or member interests in limited liability companies ("LLCs"). Private foundations also frequently play a role in the formation and management of LPs and LLCs that raise funds from different sources to promote specific programmatic goals. LPs are often used as financing vehicles when investors are to have no role in management and a simple or flexible governance structure is needed. An LP must be comprised of one or more limited partners and at least one general partner. The primary governing document of an LP is the limited partnership agreement between the general partner and the limited partner(s), which may be flexibly tailored to reflect the desired economic, governance, and other terms as between the partners. As a matter of law, limited partners have limited liability with respect to the debts and obligations of the LP, analogous to shareholders of a traditional corporation. In order to maintain this limited liability status, a limited partner may not exert control or exercise management authority over the business of the LP, but rather must limit its role to that of a passive economic participant (protective voting rights, such as the right to consent to amendments to the partnership agreement, are permitted, however). The general partner is responsible for the management of the LP, and is fully liable to third parties for the debts and obligations of the LP. Because of the "unlimited liability" status of the general partner, special limited liability entities are often formed to function as the general partner of an LP in order to "ring fence" the liability. The manager or other similar person(s) with respect to the general partner would then, practically speaking, be the operational driver behind the activities of the LP.

LLCs are hybrids of corporations and partnerships, incorporating certain of the advantages of both forms. The "members" of an LLC are analogous to the shareholders of a corporation, and like the shareholders of a corporation, enjoy
limited liability status. Like the limited partnership agreement of an LP, there is broad latitude for the parties to tailor the limited liability company agreement of an LLC to meet their respective needs. However, unlike an LP, there need not be a member like the general partner who has unlimited liability for the debts and obligations of the LLC. Rather, as a default, an LLC is managed by its members, or by a specified “managing member.”

Notwithstanding the default governance authority vested in the general partner of an LP and members of an LLC, both vehicles may delegate management authority, in whole or in part, to a “management company” which acts as agent for the vehicle under a management agreement or similar contract.

LLCs and LPs provide a number of advantages as a choice of investment entity, including:

— TAXATION. If the members of an LLC or partners of an LP include taxable investors, the investors will have the flexibility to elect to be taxable as a separate corporation, or on a pass-through basis to the members/partners.

— LIMITED LIABILITY. As discussed above, LLCs and LPs each offer a form of limited liability vehicle through which private foundations may directly finance charitable investment activities, investing as a member of an LLC or a limited partner of an LP. In terms of governance, the private foundation may serve (directly or indirectly) as the general partner of an LP, or as the managing member in an LLC. The private foundation may also serve as the manager or similar person of a management company which acts as agent on behalf of the vehicle. If the private foundation does become involved in the overall governance of an LP or LLC, to help ensure that limited liability is respected (i.e., to avoid “piercing the corporate veil”), the following best practices should be observed:

  » Control over the day-to-day operations of the general partner or management company, as applicable, should be in the hands of employees of the general partner entity or management company (not an employee, officer, or director of the private foundation);

  » The general partner or management company should be adequately capitalized in light of the purpose and activities of the LP or LLC;

  » The general partner or management company should maintain its own separate governance functions; and

  » Any services or facilities provided by the private foundation to the general partner or management company should be pursuant to a written agreement which incorporates terms typical of a contract negotiated at arm’s length.
EASE OF FORMATION AND PAPERWORK. LLCs and LPs are relatively cheap and easy to form and have fewer requirements than corporations (e.g., there is no requirement for periodic board meetings or reports, unless agreed by contract). To form an LLC or LP, a very simple “certificate of formation,” “certificate of limited partnership” or similar document must be filed with the Secretary of State of the relevant state. (Forms of such documents may generally be found on the website of the relevant Secretary of State.) The limited partnership agreement or limited liability company agreement, as applicable, should then be entered into simultaneously with or within a reasonable period of time after the formation of the entity. Evidence that formation has occurred can typically be received within a matter of days, and if necessary, some jurisdictions (such as Delaware) offer expedited service for an additional fee. Most states typically require a relatively nominal annual filing fee or tax, the amount of which is generally easily found on the website of the relevant Secretary of State. Lastly, if an LP or LLC is formed in a state other than the state in which it operates, it may be required to make a filing to qualify to do business as a “foreign company” in the state in which it operates. This determination and filing depends upon the relevant state(s) involved.

FLEXIBILITY IN MANAGEMENT AND ALLOCATING PROFITS AND LOSSES. The limited partnership agreement of an LP or limited liability company agreement of an LLC may be drafted to allocate management powers, profits, and losses in any manner that is in accordance with specific programmatic objectives. For example, a private foundation could form an LLC that gives it voting control over the LLC (e.g., as managing member) while also limiting the financial return to a preferred return that is capped. This type of structure ensures that the private foundation retains control over the LLC, that the LLC is being operated for exempt purposes, and also helps the private foundation to demonstrate that there is “no significant investment purpose” for the investment. As further examples, private foundations that hold limited partner interests in an LP can appoint a Section 501(c)(3) organization as the general partner to ensure that the LP is controlled by a tax-exempt organization; private foundations can issue PRI loans to LPs that have private taxable investors as limited partners, but that have an exempt organization as the general partner; and private

---

71 P.L.R. 199950039 (Sept. 21, 1999) (private foundation equity investment in LLC qualified as a PRI when the LLC was formed as a partnership with another for-profit member).
72 P.L.R. 199910066 (Dec. 15, 1998) (two related private foundations established LP and appointed an LLC as General Partner, with other Section 501(c)(3) organizations as members of the LLP).
73 P.L.R. 9148052 (Sept. 6, 1991) (private foundation loan to LP qualified as PRI when general partners were exempt organizations and limited partner was a for-profit limited partnership); PLR 9016078 (private foundation loan to LP with for-profit limited partners qualified as PRI when general partner was generally an exempt organization).
foundations can also make PRI loans to LPs that have for-profit entities as the general partner.\textsuperscript{74}

Various additional issues should be considered in connection with forming LPs and LLCs. In particular, applicable securities law concerns, such as considerations under the Securities Act and the Investment Company Act of 1940, should be evaluated prior to establishing an LP or LLC for investment purposes. Certain of these considerations are discussed in Section 7 below.

5 DEBT SECURITIES

Debt securities, such as notes or bonds, are instruments pursuant to which the issuer promises to pay the holder of such debt security the amount borrowed plus an amount representing compensation for the time value of money. This compensation for the time value of money can take the form of a periodic interest payment (such as semi-annually), a discount in the price of the bond relative to its stated principal amount, or some combination of the two. In contrast to a bank loan, the lenders (namely the holders of, or the investors in, the debt security) are not direct parties to the instrument. Debt securities are particularly useful for an issuer when dealing with a large number of investors or when the issuer wants to facilitate public trading of the security and market liquidity. While debt securities potentially increase the number of investors, they also give rise to federal and state securities laws concerns for the issuer. Some of these concerns are described in greater detail in Section 7 below.

In general, PRIs have not taken the form of notes or bonds. This is probably because if a foundation were to acquire the debt security at the publicly-traded or market price, it is not clear how the security would satisfy the “no significant investment purpose” requirement for an investment to qualify as a PRI. However, if the issuer takes the necessary steps, it is possible for publicly-offered notes or bonds to qualify as PRIs.

The Calvert Foundation offers the Community Investment Note as a publicly-offered debt security that qualifies as a PRI.\textsuperscript{75} While the Community Investment Note is offered to the public by the Calvert Foundation, these Notes do not appear to be publicly traded in any commercial market. Instead,\textsuperscript{74} P.L.R. 912013 (Dec. 24, 1990) (private foundation’s loan to LP qualified as PRI, when private developer was general partner of LP).
\textsuperscript{75} See \texttt{http://www.calvertfoundation.org/invest/investing}
they are generally only acquired by private foundations and other socially-concerned investors.

The Gaylord and Dorothy Donnelley Foundation invests in certificates of deposit that specifically support loans to non-profit housing redevelopment corporations through the CDARS (Certificate of Deposit Account Registry Service®) program. To satisfy the “no significant investment purpose” standard, the Gaylord and Dorothy Donnelley Foundation voluntarily chooses to discount by 20% the market-rate interest on the CDs, the savings of which are passed on to the non-profit borrowers.76

Debt securities are of particular relevance to financial intermediaries (such as loan funds and microfinance institutions) that seek funding from a variety of sources to engage in their programmatic activities. Some of the securities law concerns that apply to these intermediaries in particular are described in Section 7 below. Some Section 501(c)(3) organizations that have received PRI funds from private foundations have, in turn, set up programs to offer debt securities to the public. For example, the Deutsche Bank Microcredit Development Fund, initially funded through PRIs in the form of private loans, offered notes in reliance on the exemption from the registration requirements of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”), for charitable organizations.

While a full description of the different types and features of debt securities is beyond the scope of this publication, these instruments can take a number of different forms depending on length of maturity, interest rate (i.e. fixed rate, floating rate, variable rate, zero coupon, or high yield debt), security or collateral, or priority of creditor’s claims (i.e., senior, subordinated, or pari passu). In addition, bonds can offer unique features like equity kickers or convertibles (i.e., bonds carrying a right to subscribe for shares in the issuer) or options or warrants (i.e., units consisting of debt securities and options or warrants to purchase the common stock of the issuer).

76 Email communication with Tom Trinley of the Gaylord and Dorothy Donnelley Foundation, January 17, 2012.
6 OTHER EQUITY AND EQUITY-LINKED PROGRAMMATIC INVESTMENTS

Non-profit organizations that qualify as Section 501(c)(3) organizations are not permitted to issue equity interests.\(^77\) Equity PRIs involve for-profit organizations such as LLCs and corporations. New types of low-profit limited liability companies (“L3Cs”) and benefit corporations (“B-Corps”) are discussed at greater length in Section 6.1 below.

In general, to satisfy the “no significant investment purpose” requirement, equity PRIs have been organized as private offerings or as offerings that are restricted to a specific group of investors that are not primarily motivated by seeking a market rate of return.\(^78\) In addition, when foundations make a PRI in a for-profit organization, they are required to exercise expenditure responsibility. Expenditure responsibility may also be required when making a PRI in a foreign charitable organization, as discussed in Section 8.2 below.

6.1 L3Cs AND B-CORPS

Recently, new types of hybrid entities have been formed by socially-oriented organizations seeking investments from socially-oriented investors. L3Cs are a form of LLC that were created to form for-profit entities whose operations are restricted to charitable or social purposes. Like LLCs, these entities allow investors to take equity stakes in the entity and may provide equity returns to investors, although, in the case of an L3C, it would be a limited return.

Benefit corporations are a new class of corporation that are required to create a material positive impact on society and the environment and to meet higher standards of accountability and transparency. Benefit corporations were established under state law to provide for-profit corporations with a legal framework for their environmental and social activity, though do not have the return limits that are placed on L3Cs. Instead, they provide protection to directors to pursue social benefit in addition to shareholder value, and they make the directors and officers accountable to the shareholders for environmental and social, rather than just commercial, considerations.

\(^77\) Section 501(c)(3) organizations are not permitted to issue equity interests because no part of their net earnings may inure to the benefit of any private shareholder or individual and they are also prohibited from engaging in certain transactions that provide private benefits or an “excess benefit” to disqualified persons. I.R.C. § 4958. See the discussion of the rules against self-dealing in Section 1.4 above.

\(^78\) P.L.R. 200610020 (Mar. 10, 2006) (members of fund restricted to private foundation and certain athletes); P.L.R. 200136026 (Sept. 10, 2001) (financial intermediary intends to seek funds from socially conscious investors); P.L.R. 8549039 (Sept. 10, 1985) (equity offered in a private offering).
B-Lab, a non-profit organization, certifies and supports Certified B Corps, a certification that offers an independent indication of a corporation having met a high standard of overall social and environmental performance.

Although certification as a Certified B Corp and status as a benefit corporation under state law are related, these two classifications are independent. Generally, benefit corporations must comply with the filing requirements of the state in which they are incorporated, whilst Certified B Corps must submit annual reports to B-Lab to confirm their adherence to B Corp standards. In some states, B Corp certification allows a corporation to satisfy certain compliance requirements for benefit corporations as established under state law.

6.2 PREFERRED EQUITY

Preferred shares are shares in a company that usually receive a fixed dividend each year and that, if redeemed, are redeemed at par value. The fixed dividend is not guaranteed, although the issuer is sometimes restricted from making any distributions on its common stock until it makes its fixed dividend distribution on its preferred shares. Foundations may choose to subscribe for preferred equity PRI s for a variety of reasons, such as (i) to provide for a more predictable rate of return, (ii) to limit or cap the foundation’s total return on an equity investment so as to induce the recipient to engage in the intended charitable or programmatic activity, or (iii) in the case of non-voting preferred shares, to distance the foundation from any control over the for-profit activities, if any, of the recipient.

Preferred shares can be structured in a wide variety of ways. Generally, if the company fails to pay the preference dividend, it will not be allowed to pay an ordinary dividend for the year to ordinary shareholders. Some preference shares are cumulative, where any arrears of preference dividends will also have to be paid prior to the ordinary dividend being paid in any year. Preferred shares may be redeemable at a set date or they may be perpetual. They may also be convertible into common stock. Finally, they may be participating, which means that, in addition to the fixed dividend, they will receive a variable dividend dependent on the performance of the company.
6.3 **SPECIAL TAX CONSIDERATIONS FOR EQUITY PRIs**

The IRS has long accepted that equity investments may qualify as PRIs. Although equity PRIs were originally sanctioned as investment in stock of corporations, the IRS has also approved the use of limited partnership interests and membership interests in LLCs. However, an equity investment allows the investor to potentially control the recipient and creates a potentially unlimited upside for the investment. Because of this potential for profit, foundations must be cognizant of satisfying the requirement that the PRI cannot have any significant investment purpose.

- **CAPPED RETURN.** One way to satisfy this requirement is by making PRIs with a capped return, such as preferred stock with a rate of return that is significantly below the market rate. The IRS provided that a private foundation's investment in a financial intermediary qualified as a PRI when the intermediary was formed to raise funds from other socially conscious investors to support the expansion of environmentally-oriented businesses. In that case, the financial intermediary was targeting a rate of return for investors that was significantly less than the acceptable rate of return on international venture capital funds of comparable risk.

- **HIGHLY SPECULATIVE INVESTMENT.** In some rulings, the IRS has accepted the expectation that an investment is highly speculative and is not expected to earn a market return as evidence satisfying the PRI requirements, even if there was no cap on the return. For example, the IRS ruled that an investment in the common stock of a redevelopment corporation that was formed to renovate an economically blighted area qualified as a PRI, after explaining that the investment was speculative and that the company was restricted from operating in the most profit-making manner.

- **CONTROLS FOR CHARITABLE USES OF FUNDS.** An equity investment can qualify as a PRI if the foundation demonstrates that appropriate controls}

---

79 Treas. Reg. § 53.4944-3(b), Example 3 (investment in common stock of small business enterprise in deteriorated urban area owned by members of economically disadvantaged minority group qualifies as PRI when enterprise was unable to raise funds from conventional sources unless it increased its equity capital).
81 P.L.R. 7813108 (Dec. 30, 1977) (purchase of preferred stock with cumulative dividends at a rate of 5% issued by a minority bank qualified as PRI); P.L.R. 8807048 (Nov. 23, 1987) (return on equity investment in holding company is capped at 5%).
82 P.L.R. 200136026 (Sept. 10, 2001).
83 P.L.R. 9834033 (May 27, 1998) (50% capital and profits interest in LLC formed as a partnership for federal income tax purposes qualified as a PRI when the partnership was formed to operate a family service support center and was not expected to generate any significant financial return); P.L.R. 8004102 (Oct. 31, 1979) (ownership of taxable subsidiary qualified asPRI because foundation was devoted to perpetuate living performing arts, and its subsidiary operated theaters, which is a highly volatile activity expected to produce minimal returns).
84 P.L.R. 8549039 (Sept. 10, 1985).
will be in place to ensure that the funds are used for charitable purposes. For example, in contrast to the ruling described below that failed to qualify as a PRI merely because the investment took the form of non-voting stock, the IRS ruled that an investment in the common stock of a small business investment company qualified as a PRI. In that ruling, the recipient specifically stated that it understood that the purpose of the investment was to promote new employment and economic opportunities for residents of an economically depressed region, and that it would use the funds to support that purpose.85 Similarly, an investment in a limited partnership qualified as a PRI when the limited partnership used its funds to make investments in new businesses in a particular area, as well as to fund the location of new operations of established businesses in that area.86 In that ruling, the foundation investors demonstrated that the limited partnership was subject to substantial restrictions in its use of its funds. Finally, in another ruling involving the formation of an investment fund, the private foundation demonstrated both that the investment fund would be subject to restrictions to ensure that the funds were being used for charitable purposes and that the fund was expected to generate a lower rate of return than typical commercial investment funds.87

— NON-VOTING STOCK. Making an investment in the form of non-voting stock will generally not be sufficient, by itself, to qualify the investment as a PRI. For example, the IRS ruled that an equity investment in non-voting stock of a small business investment company would not qualify as a PRI, even though the stated goal of the investment was to create employment opportunities in an area with high unemployment.88

— DEBT FUNDING. Private foundations have funded limited partnerships with PRI loans to support low-income housing projects while taxable investors have invested as limited partners. This structure enables the taxable limited partners to obtain low-income housing credits, while ensuring that the limited partnership obtains the necessary debt funding at an appropriate interest rate in light of its charitable purpose.89

---

87 P.L.R. 200610020 (Mar. 10, 2006) (private foundation’s capital contributions to fund organized to invest in businesses in low-income communities qualified as PRI).
89 P.L.R. 9112013 (Dec. 24, 1990) (private foundation loan to Limited Partnership at 9% interest rate qualified as PRI when equity investors in Limited Partnership were expected to be eligible for low-income housing credits); P.L.R. 9016078 (Jan. 25, 1990) (private foundation made PRI loan to community organization which, in turn, provided funding to limited partnerships, each of which was organized to build a low-income housing project). See also P.L.R. 8923017 (Mar. 16, 1989).
7 SECURITIES LAWS EXEMPTIONS

In general, securities (including both debt and equity securities) may be offered and sold in the United States only pursuant to a registration statement filed with and declared effective by the U.S. Securities Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) or in accordance with an exemption from registration requirements of the Securities Act, and also pursuant to compliance with the applicable state securities laws (“blue sky laws”) or in accordance with an exemption from the registration requirements of the applicable blue sky laws in the state where the securities are being issued and sold. In addition, securities issuances may be subject to regulation pursuant to the Investment Company Act of 1940 (the “Investment Company Act”). Failure to comply with the applicable federal securities and blue sky laws may result in liability of the issuer and the managers or underwriters.

The exemption for charitable organizations is of particular interest for Section 501(c)(3) organizations that seek to raise funds from a broad group of investors, including intermediaries. Section 3(a)(4) exempts from registration any security issued by “a person organized and operated exclusively for religious, educational, benevolent, fraternal, charitable, or reformatory purposes and not for pecuniary profit, and no part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any person, private stockholder, or individual; or any security of a fund that is excluded from the definition of an investment company under section 3(c)(10)(B) of the Investment Company Act of 1940.” To claim this exemption, an issuer must demonstrate that (1) it is organized “exclusively” for religious, educational, benevolent, fraternal, charitable, or reformatory purposes, and (2) no part of its net earnings inure to the benefit of any person, private stockholder, or individual. The first requirement normally is satisfied by a ruling from the IRS that it qualifies as a tax-exempt organization.
8 DOCUMENTATION AND U.S. TAX DISCUSSION OF EXPENDITURE RESPONSIBILITY AND EQUIVALENCY DETERMINATION

8.1 FORMATION DOCUMENTATION: SECTION 501(C)(3)

In order to form a corporation that qualifies for exemption under Section 501(c)(3), an organization must first incorporate under the provisions of applicable state law. Generally, each state requires an organization to file articles of incorporation with either the secretary of state or the attorney general. Most states provide template articles of incorporation requesting basic information, such as the name, address, and purpose of the corporation. However, because the requirements can vary from state to state, an organization wishing to incorporate as a non-profit organization under state law should check with the appropriate state agency to determine its specific state obligations.

To qualify for exemption under Section 501(c)(3), an organization must generally apply for recognition of tax-exempt status from the federal government within a certain time frame. This is accomplished by filing Form 1023 with the IRS. If an organization wishes its Section 501(c)(3) status to relate back to its date of formation, Form 1023 must generally be filed within 27 months of its formation. An organization that qualifies for tax-exempt status at the federal level will usually be deemed to qualify as tax-exempt in the relevant state. However, certain states, such as California, require a separate application before they will recognize an organization as tax-exempt.

8.2 MAKING PRIs IN FOREIGN AND FOR-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS: EXPENDITURE RESPONSIBILITY AND EQUIVALENCY DETERMINATION

As discussed above in Section 1.2, when a private foundation makes a PRI in an organization that is not (i) a public charity, (ii) an exempt operating foundation or (iii) a foreign organization that is determined to be the equivalent of a public charity or exempt operating foundation, the private foundation will need to exercise expenditure responsibility to avoid the excise tax on taxable expenditures.93 Exercising expenditure responsibility involves ensuring that the PRI is used for proper charitable purposes. Expenditure responsibility is not required if the private foundation makes an equivalency determination for a foreign recipient. An equivalency determination involves making a good-faith determination that the foreign organization is the “equivalent” of a U.S. public charity.

8.2.1 Expenditure Responsibility

To exercise expenditure responsibility, a private foundation must make reasonable efforts and establish adequate procedures to ensure that the PRI is used solely for its intended charitable purpose, obtain reports from the PRI recipient describing how the PRI is spent, and make full and complete reports on the PRI to the IRS.94 A private foundation is also required to exercise diligence procedures prior to making the PRI, at the time of the PRI, and during the term of the PRI.

(I) PRE-PRI INQUIRY

Before entering into a PRI, a private foundation should conduct a limited inquiry of the PRI recipient that is sufficient to give a reasonable person assurance that the PRI will be used for the intended purposes.95 A private foundation should generally determine the history, experience, management, and practices of the PRI recipient. The scope of the inquiry depends on the context of the PRI, such as the amount, duration, and terms of the PRI. There is no need to conduct a pre-PRI inquiry when making a PRI to an organization that has made proper use of all previous grants or PRIs in the past.

(II) WRITTEN COMMITMENT

A second requirement for expenditure responsibility is that a private foundation must obtain a written commitment from an appropriate officer, director, or

---

93 I.R.C. § 4945(a).
94 I.R.C. § 4945(h).
trustee of the PRI recipient. The commitment must specify the purpose of the PRI, and the recipient must agree to only use the funds for the specified purposes and to repay any amounts not used for these purposes. The recipient must agree not to use the funds for any impermissible political purposes, as well as to comply with the information reports described below.

### (III) INFORMATION REPORTS FROM PRI RECIPIENT

As part of the written commitment, the PRI recipient must agree to provide full and complete financial reports at least annually and a statement that the recipient has complied with the terms of the PRI. These reports should be the same as would be required by commercial investors under similar circumstances. The reports should also describe the progress made by the recipient towards achieving the goals of the PRI. In addition, the recipient must maintain the same types of books and records as would ordinarily be required by commercial investors and to make these books and records available to the private foundation at reasonable times. The private foundation may rely on the validity of the reports unless it has reason to doubt their accuracy or reliability.

### (IV) INFORMATION REPORTS TO IRS

A private foundation is required to report certain information on its Form 990-PF regarding PRIs subject to expenditure responsibility that were made during the taxable year, as well as any outstanding PRIs that were subject to expenditure responsibility during the taxable year. This information includes the name and address of the PRI recipient, the date and amount of the PRI, the purpose of the PRI, the amounts expended by the PRI recipient, a description of any diversion of the funds from their intended purpose, the dates of any reports received from the PRI recipient, and the dates and results of any verification by the private foundation of the PRI recipient’s information reports.

---

100 Treas. Reg. § 53.4945-5(c)(1).
102 Treas. Reg. § 53.4945-5(c)(1).
104 Treas. Reg. § 53.4945-5(d)(2)
8.2.2 Equivalency Determination

A private foundation does not need to exercise expenditure responsibility if the recipient is a foreign organization that is determined to be equivalent to a public charity or exempt operating foundation based on the good faith and reasonable judgment of the private foundation. According to the relevant U.S. Treasury rules, this good-faith determination can be based on an appropriate affidavit from the recipient or opinion of counsel.

A form of affidavit is provided in detail in Revenue Procedure 92-94, although this specific form is not required. This affidavit requires a substantial amount of documentation in English, including:

- the charter, bylaws and other organization documents;
- statutory law or governing rules providing that assets would be distributed to other exempt organizations upon liquidation or winding up;
- financial statements for the previous four years if the status of the foreign organization depends on its financial support;
- a statement that the recipient is not permitted to engage in political activities or campaigning; and
- a statement of the activities of the PRI recipient.

The advantage of the equivalency determination is that it does not require ongoing reporting or keeping funds in a separate account as under expenditure responsibility. The main disadvantage is that the affidavit requires collecting a substantial amount of information in English.

---

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

“ACCELERATION” is the right of the lender, in the case of borrower default, to declare all of the borrower’s debt due and payable immediately.

“AMORTIZATION” is the process of loan payment over time by regular payments of interest and principal. The “amortization period” refers to a fixed period during which regular loan payments are made. The payment includes interest due each period, plus a gradually increasing amount of principal.

“ASSETS” are anything having commercial or exchange value owned by an organization.

“BRIDGE LOAN” is temporary financing to a borrower who has secured a loan at a point in the future but who needs funding before that loan is put in place.

“CDFIs” (Community Development Finance Institutions) are financial institutions such as a community development corporation, bank, credit union, or loan or venture capital fund, that has as its primary mission to provide credit and financial services to underserved markets and economically disadvantaged populations.

“CLOSING” is the time when the borrower signs final loan documents and the lender transfers at least some portion of funds to the borrower.

“CODE” means the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended.

“COLLATERAL” is personal or real property that the borrower pledges to assure repayment of a loan.

“COMMITMENT LETTER” is an agreement by the lender to make loans to the borrower on specified terms, subject to the satisfaction of stated conditions and the completion of satisfactory loan documentation.

“COVENANT” is a clause in a loan agreement in which a party promises to do, or to refrain from doing, certain things while the loan is outstanding. Covenants that require a party to do something are called “affirmative covenants.” Those that prohibit certain actions are called “negative covenants.” Covenants are designed to protect the lender’s interest.

“CREDIT AGREEMENT” is an agreement governing the relationship of the lender and the borrower.
“DELAYED DRAW LOANS” are a specific type of term loan that permits the borrower to make several borrowings over a set period of time to utilize the full amount of the loan.

“DUE DILIGENCE REVIEW” is an in-depth process of evaluating the opportunities and risks of a particular investment, including the careful confirmation of all critical assumptions and facts presented by a borrower. This includes verifying sources of income, accuracy of financial statements, value of assets that will serve as collateral, the tax status of the borrower, and other material legal and financial information.

“ENDOWMENT FUND” is an established fund of cash, securities, or other assets to provide income for the maintenance of a not-for-profit organization. The use of the assets of the fund may be permanently restricted, temporarily restricted, or unrestricted.

“EQUITY INVESTMENT” typically takes the form of an owner’s share in a for-profit business, and return on equity involves a share in the profits. An equity investment typically takes the form of ownership of a business entity, such as shares of stock, membership interest in an LLC, or a partnership interest in a limited partnership.

“EXPENDITURE RESPONSIBILITY” is the requirement for a private foundation to follow procedures to take care that a grant or a PRI is used only for the purpose for which it is made. This includes obtaining full and complete reports on expenditures from grantee or borrower organizations and full and detailed reporting to the IRS.

“FINANCIAL INTERMEDIARY” is an organization that raises funds from depositors or investors, including individuals and organizations, and re-lends these funds to other individuals and organizations. Non-profit financial intermediaries raise funds through grants, program-related investments, and social investments and re-lend to non-profit or other organizations that will undertake projects such as affordable housing development or targeted business assistance.

“GUARANTEE” is a pledge to cover the payment of debt or to perform some obligation if the primary obligor defaults. When a third party guarantees a loan, it promises to pay in the event of default by the borrower.

“IRS” means the Internal Revenue Service.

“JEOPARDIZING INVESTMENTS” are investments that financially imperil the carrying out of the charitable activities of a private foundation. They are defined in the Code and are subject to a punitive excise tax.
“LEVERAGE” is the level of debt in a project. Highly leveraged projects have a high level of debt compared to equity as a source of funds.

“LIABILITIES” represent financial claims on the assets of an organization – excluding ownership.

“LIEN” is a legal right to have a debt repaid out of specifically identified property of the debtor.

“LIQUIDITY” refers to the availability of cash or “near cash resources” for meeting an organization’s obligations. “Near cash resources” typically refers to liquid investments, inventory, accounts receivable and other assets expected to be available in cash within three months.

“LOAN DOCUMENTS” means the credit agreement, promissory notes, officer’s certificates and opinions from counsel.

“MORTGAGE” is an instrument through which a lender secures a legal right to repayment of debt by taking title to the real estate pledged by the borrower. Usually, a promissory note creates the obligation to repay the loan in accordance with the terms of the mortgage. The mortgagor is the borrower; the mortgagee is the lender.

“PLR” means private letter ruling. PLRs are specific rulings by the IRS, binding on the IRS solely in respect of the taxpayer that requested the ruling, issued on certain issues in the past and giving some guidance as to how the IRS might be likely to treat similar situations.

“PRI” means a program-related investment. PRIs are a well-established mechanism for foundations to use different forms of financing, other than grant-making, to support their tax-exempt purposes through loans, loan guarantees, equity investments, and recoverable grants.

“PRIME RATE” is the interest rate banks charge to their most credit-worthy corporate customers.

“PRINCIPAL” means the stated amount of a loan, notwithstanding interest or other premiums or discounts.

“PROMISSORY NOTES” are documents that evidence the funds that have been borrowed under the credit agreement.

“QUALIFYING DISTRIBUTION” means an amount, including program-related investments and reasonable and necessary grant administration costs, a private foundation pays to accomplish religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or
other public purposes. It is as defined in Section 4942(g) of the Code. Private foundations must distribute annually as a minimum qualifying distribution 5% of the average fair market value for the preceding year of all foundation assets that are not directly used for charitable purposes.

“RE COURSE” is the right to demand payment from the borrower. In a full recourse loan, the lender has the right to take any of the borrower’s assets that are not otherwise pledged or secured if the loan is not repaid. In a limited recourse loan, the lender can only take assets named in the loan agreement. In a non-recourse loan, the lender’s rights are limited to the particular asset financed by the loan.

“RECOVERABLE GRANT” is an agreement under which a grantee commits to repay a grant under certain circumstances, generally, if the project financed by the grant is financially successful. If the conditions that trigger the repayment obligation are not met, the grantee is under no obligation to repay and no default is triggered.

“REVOLVING LOANS” are loans designed so that a lender commits to lend up to a stated maximum amount of funds. The borrower may then draw any amount under the loan, up to the maximum amount. Interest on the revolving loans will be payable only with respect to the amounts outstanding.

“SEC” means the Securities and Exchange Commission.

“SECURITY INTEREST” means a pledge of value to assure the performance of an obligation or the repayment of a debt. Security on a loan can include real estate, personal property, stocks and mortgages.

“TERM LOANS” are typically loans drawn in a lump sum on the date the credit agreement is signed (or shortly thereafter) and repaid in regular installments pursuant to a schedule set forth in the credit agreement or in full on the maturity date. Once a term loan is drawn, the borrower may not make any further borrowings under the loan even if it has made payments towards the loan balance. Interest will be payable on the amount drawn either on a periodic basis or at maturity.

“UBTI” is gross income from any unrelated trade or business, as defined in Section 512(a) of the Code.

“UCC” means the Uniform Commercial Code.

“WORKING CAPITAL” is the difference between an organization’s assets that can be converted to cash within one year and liabilities payable within one year.
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